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microcosm, it may well be that these journeying sea-particles
carried on the wind exercised upon these two sleeping forms
the same sort of influence that the sea itself exercises on con-
scious minds, blighting and sterilizing in one sense, curing
and restoring in another.
Over many another male and female pair in its air-voyage
from the Atlantic must that south-west wind have blown, car-
rying the same influence of the salt sea, rousing far-off atavistic
responses, making appeals where there could be no response,
over furred couples, over feathered couples, under straw, un-
der rustling leaves, under waving grasses, till it came tq these
two beneath their bed-clothes. Its effect upon the inanimate
things it passed that night, we are forced in our ignorance to
regard as nil, Hardy's bronze image unaffected, the brewery
chimney unaffected, the bones of Mona and Cornelia un-
affected ; but that before the dawn came, at the hour when the
magnetic pull of the solid earth is faintest, at the hour when
all living things seem loosening their hold on the elements
that sustain them, the sea wind found Wizzie's warm body in
a yielding mood, not only allowing but encouraging No-man's
caresses, while neither of them was fully awake, and all this
may well have had to do with those salt-tasting atoms and
the unbridled restlessness of the earth's great lover. This salt
wind from Chesil Beach must have numbed and atrophied all
those touchy centres of egotism in our friends, wherewith their
personal minds spoilt their impersonal sensations; but when
the interlude was over, and the depersonalized Wizzie, with
hot cheeks and glowing limbs, had become the personal Wiz-
zie with tantalized nerves and unsatisfied feelings, the wind
dropped, and a pallid light, a light that was neither grey nor
blue nor white nor yellow, the nameless light of the first vibra-
tion of dawn, that can be described only as a thinning of the
"thick rotundity" of darkness, drew the girl's wide-opened
eyes towards it in impatient longing for the day.
No-man, however, who had never been as fully awake as
she, feU fast asleep now, and the girl was left to watch as calmly
as she could the vast process of the earth's illumination. This
huge creative act, in its detachment from all human troubles
and in the implacable persistence of its cosmic cheerfulness,
was far less sympathetic to her grievances and her fears than
would have been the corresponding twilight of night-fall.

